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SOME DETRANSITIVIZING DEVICES IN  ESTONIAN
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines two constructions in Estonian, the impersonal and the passive.
Estonian linguistics has traditionally categorised the impersonal as a passive, yet it
differs from the passive – both in Estonian and within cross-linguistic passive
paradigms – in important ways. Both involve detransitivization, but they differ
significantly in transitivity as well as other functional fields associated with passive
behaviour. The primary function of the impersonal is suppression of the identity of the
agent, whereas that of the passive is detransitivization. Reasons are pointed out for
why the two have been conflated and why they require separate treatment.

1. INTRODUCTION

In any continuum of transitivity, there are several constructions which fall
somewhere between the prototypical transitive and intransitive poles. This paper
concentrates on the impersonal and passive constructions in Estonian, both of which
lie somewhere along this continuum.

The impersonal differs from the passive – both in Estonian and in the context
of cross-linguistic passive paradigms – in several important ways1. Though they have
been described as detransitivizing devices, they differ significantly in the range of
verbs they occur with and their degree of transitivity, as well as other functional fields
associated with passive behaviour. Erelt et al. (1997) differentiate the morphological
passive, or impersonal, from the “passive with subject”, by their different functions
and different conjugational paradigms.

However, as we shall see, the differences between the two are not always
clear-cut. The aim of making a clear distinction is confounded by the syncretism that
exists in their conjugational paradigms. As Table 1 (below) shows, there is a distinct
conjugational paradigm for the impersonal and the passive. Yet the table also
demonstrates the fact that the Impersonal perfect forms are structurally identical to the
simple passive forms. A particular clause is not always readily identifiable as one or
the other, yet there are functional differences, as well as some formal differences
between the two. The two constructions are distinct, but related.

Across many languages, the impersonal has traditionally been considered a
passive. Linguists looking at particular languages often find it necessary to unburden
the grammar of the misused term “passive”, which has led to the construction in
question being misconstrued (see, e.g., Shore, 1988 on Finnish; Fife, 1985 on Welsh;
                                               
1 Shore (1988) has done Estonian linguistics a favour by defending the Finnish impersonal (or
‘indefinite’) against passive categorization, as most of her argument applies to the Estonian
construction as well. But the Estonian impersonal must be looked at on its own, as significant
differences exist. Foremost is the fact that Estonian has an English-type passive in addition to the
construction in question. The author is aware that the question of the passive in Finnish is a
controversial one; regardless of the solution to that question, however, the difficulties of determining
the status of the Estonian passive are different from those in Finnish.
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and Noonan, 1993 on Irish). The same has been true of Estonian grammars, where the
term passiiv has traditionally been used.2 Linguistic typology tends to favour the term
“impersonal passive” to refer to a demotional rather than a promotional passive.
Estonian has both constructions, but there are several reasons for looking at the
impersonal as a construction separate from the passive, rather than as a subtype of
passive.

Table 1. Conjugational paradigms of basic impersonals and passives

IMPERSONAL PASSIVE
PRESENT Kook    süüakse   (ära)

Cake-Nom eat-Imp up
They’re eating the cake up

Kook       on   (ära)       söödud
Cake-Nom is away eaten-P.Part

The cake is eaten up
PAST Kook söödi (ära)

They ate the cake up.
Kook oli (ära) söödud
The cake was eaten up

PRES. PERF. Kook       on   (ära)       söödud
Cake-Nom is away eaten-P.Part

They’ve eaten the  cake up

Kook      on  olnud  (ära) söödud
Cake-Nom is been eaten-P.Part

The cake has been eaten up
PAST PERF. Kook oli (ära) söödud

They had eaten the cake up
Kook oli olnud (ära) söödud
The cake had been eaten up

This paper is primarily a descriptive account, aiming to show that the
functions of the constructions in question are quite distinct. Namely, the primary
function of the impersonal is impersonalization of the agent, whereas that of the
passive is detransitivization, not topicalization. Reasons will be explored for how the
two have been conflated and why they actually require separate treatment.

2. THE IMPERSONAL

The impersonal3 construction in Estonian has a syntactically absent (though
semantically present) agent, and the impersonal predicate is realised by a verbal affix
which does not agree with any overt NP in person or number, and encodes an
impersonal actor. The construction is understood to have a generalized, exophoric,
implied actor, with a strong human and agentive implication. The impersonal has a
full conjugational paradigm in Estonian, including indicative, imperative, conditional
and oblique forms, as well as inflecting for tense. A typical use of the impersonal is
example (1).

(1) meie peol lauldi ja tantsiti
our party-ade sang-Imp and danced-Imp

people danced and sang at our party / there was dancing and singing at our party.

The Estonian impersonal is of the “most common” type of impersonal passive
listed in Siewierska (1984:93) (after Khrakovsky, 1973), categorised “on the basis of
                                               
2 For instance, Aavik, in Saagpakk’s (1982) definitive Estonian-English Dictionary, among others,
refers to the impersonal as a passive, just as Finnish grammars have done for three and a half centuries,
from Petraeus (1649) to Hakulinen and Karlsson (1979), using the term ‘passive’ for the Finnish
construction (Shore 1988).
3 I will use the term ‘impersonal’, though this is by no means established. The term ‘impersonal
passive’ is used among typologists for a broad range of impersonal constructions. Shore (1988) uses
‘indefinite’, presumably to enforce her point that she rejects the term ‘passive’ as applied to Finnish.
‘Indefinite’ strikes me as too ambiguous (as it usually describes nominals). ‘Impersonal’ avoids
reference to passives while using terminology that will be easier to relate to broader usage.
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the presence or absence of a form word in subject position, and the type of verbal
morphology used.” Estonian has the Turkish type of impersonal, with no overt
subject, and with verbal morphology distinct from active clauses.

2.1 The impersonal terrain

Siewierska (1984:96) notes that impersonals have, in general, been associated
with intransitives, and passives with transitives. She demonstrates the invalidity of
this claim, and indeed, the Estonian impersonal has very few restrictions on the type
of verbs it can occur with. Compatible with a remarkable range of verbs, compared to
the “impersonal passives” found in languages like Turkish and German, the
impersonal can easily be found in Estonian occurring with transitive verbs, the verb
‘be’, modals, middles and even reflexives, providing the pragmatics of the situation
allow it. It is perhaps only zero-place predicates that are barred from taking
impersonals. Examples of these various verb types in the impersonal follow, all taken
from published written materials.4

(2) Intransitive [CLlt, 0050]5

pikk öö on ees... esimene vangiöö... vaevalt koduski magatakse
long night is ahead first jail-night hardly home-ine-even sleep-Imp
a long night’s ahead, the first night in jail, even at home they probably aren’t sleeping

(3) Transitive [EE, p.B12]
elamised paigutatakse sinna sisse nagu pusle tükid
living-Npl situate-Imp there-all into like puzzle-gen pieces
the residential quarters are fit inside like puzzle pieces

(4) Be [EE, p.B11]
kui oma õnnelikkuse põhjuseid ollakse meelsasti valmis nägema  iseeneses…
if  own   happiness-gen reasons-par be-Imp gladly ready to-see oneself-ine
while people are ready to see the reasons for their happiness inside themselves…

(5) Modal  [CLnw, 0150]
allakirjutanut võidakse süüdistada liialdamises
signatory-par can-Imp accuse-inf exaggeration-ine
one could accuse the undersigned of exaggeration

(6) Middle [CLp, 0059]
koos linnarahvaga suundutakse palvuse paika
together city-folk-com direct-mid-Imp prayer-gen place-all
together with the townsfolk, people will head toward the place of prayer

                                               
4 Where appropriate, sources for examples will be cited, using the following acronyms: CL, for the
Internet-based corpus of Estonian, compiled by the Computational Linguistics Research Group at the
University of Tartu, Estonia, subdivided into CLlt, for literature, CLnw, for newspaper, CLp, for
popular science – all from the 1980s corpus – and  RK for Parliamentary debates. URLs are given in
the list of references. Other acronyms used: EE, for Areen, in the Eesti Ekspress newspaper, 11. Jan.
2001, PM, for Postimees, 15. Jan. 2001, and FT for fairy tale, from the Brothers Grimm.
5 Abbreviations used in the glosses include: Nominal: nom (nominative) Nsg (nom. singular) Npl (nom.
plural), gen (genitive), par (partitive), ill (illative), ine (inessive), ela (elative), all (allative), ade
(adessive), abl (ablative), trl (translative), com (comitative); Verbal: Imp (impersonal), inf (infinitive),
mid (middle), P.Par (past participle), pres (present), 3s (third person singular), 3p (third person plural)
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(7) Reflexive [CLlt, 0129]
sooh, siis nüüd loetakse ja naerdakse ennast segaseks
so, then now read-Imp and laugh-Imp self-par muddled-trl
so now one reads and laughs oneself silly (you read and laugh yourself silly)

Note that middle constructions are formally a subgroup of intransitive
constructions, though semantically the middle differs from the standard intransitives
in important ways (Kemmer 1993, Vihman, forthcoming). The impersonal
construction is independent of the transitivity of the clause, as in Finnish, Lithuanian,
and Ute (Siewierska 1984:98).

The reflexive impersonal is the least frequently occurring of these types, but
interestingly enough, it too is attested, as example (7) shows. Although there is no
overt anaphoric referent for the reflexive pronoun, the agentive implication of the
impersonal is strong enough that it can serve as a non-overt antecedent for the
reflexive pronoun.

2.2 The referent of the agent

The referent of the semantic agent of the impersonal in Estonian has, as is
cross-linguistically common, a strong human, volitional connotation. Shore (1988)
divides the impersonal construction into two agent prototypes. The implied agent of
the Estonian impersonal verb has, as Shore claims for Finnish, generalized, exophoric
reference. There is usually no antecedent in the preceding discourse, but the referent
of the agent can be inferred by the surrounding discourse context. Shore’s first
prototype encompasses a very general human group as the referent of the impersonal
agent. The second prototype has a narrower reference, much like the agent of an
English passive construction, a specific though unspecified agent, which can be
singular or plural. The scope of the referent can be expressed with a delimiting phrase.
In example (8), Soomes ‘in Finland’ defines the scope of reference.

(8) Soomes ollakse nii tõsised.
Finland-ine be-Imp so serious-Npl
people in Finland are so serious. (Shore (1988:164) transl. into Estonian)

In fact, these two prototypes can be collapsed into one generalization. There is always
a certain amount of contextual delimiting, and the reading of the impersonal will be as
general as the context allows.

Shore uses example (8) to illustrate her first prototype (always general, always
plural). However, by modifying the locative phrase, this example can also be
narrowed down to as small a group as required, even down to a single actor (9b).

(9) a. Soomes/ Helsinkis/ koolis ollakse nii  tõsised
Finland-ine Helsinki-ine school-ine be-Imp so  serious-Npl
in Finland/ in Helsinki/ at school, people are so serious

b. koolis ollakse tõsine
school-ine be-Imp serious-Nsg
at school, one is serious

Note that in (9b), the impersonal verb has a singular reading, triggering
singular adjective agreement. The clause in this example might be used to admonish a
child. Though the meaning of the impersonal affix does not change, the semantics of
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the singular agent picks out an individual from the collective. The number associated
with the referent of the impersonal agent, then, is flexible rather than fixed.

2.2.1 Number

Since the impersonal assumes as broad an agent referent as the context will
allow, it is unsurprising that most uses of the impersonal indicate a plural actor. The
impersonal is sometimes described as carrying a connotation of plurality, implied by
its generality. However, uses of the impersonal with singular agreement are not rare,
when the context is appropriate. In the following two examples, we find singular
agreement with the implied impersonal actor.

(10) a. Singular Adjective-agreement [RK, Feb.’99]
kas ollakse lojaalne oma erakonna juhtidele või ollakse lojaalne eesti rahvale.
either be-Imp loyal-Nsg own party leaders-all or be-Imp loyal-Nsg    Est.  people-all
either one is loyal to one’s own party leader or one is loyal to the Estonian people

b. Singular Noun-agreement [RK, Sep.’99]
kui kuulutakse Euroopa Liitu, kui ollakse Euroopa Liidu liige
if belong-Imp Eur.Union-ine if be-Imp  Eur.Union-gen  member-Nsg
if (a nation) belongs to the European Union, if one is a member of the EU…

Example (10a) refers to Members of Parliament in general, but the impersonal affix is
used distributively, rather than collectively, picking out each MP separately. Example
(10b), on the other hand, picks out the nation as the referent of the impersonal actor,
and though using the generalizing impersonal affix, still refers to the nation as a
singular entity, as a single member of the EU. As indicated by these examples, the
scope of reference is as broad as the context licenses.

2.2.2 Agentivity

As even example (10b) above indicates, however, certain elements of the
impersonal paradigm can be overridden by verbal semantics or discourse context. In
(10b), the impersonal actor is certainly not an agent, but rather an experiencer or
undergoer, a stative participant. The central characteristics of the impersonal
construction are easily overridden by inherent verbal semantics. In (11) and (12), non-
volitional, nonagentive verbs are shown to occur with the impersonal.

(11) Venemaal surrakse pidevalt
Russia-ade die-Imp ongoing
in Russia, “people” are dying all the time [PM, p.8]

The verb ‘die’, a classic example of a nonvolitional verb, is used in example (11),
taken from a newspaper editorial. Here, the impersonal is used to refer to a
generalized group of people, though without any agentive implication. Example (12),
discussing hospitalization in various seasons, is similar, using the inherently
nonvolitional verb ‘to slip, fall’.

(12) kõige harvemini kukutakse juunis, 13-15 korda vähem kui talvekuudel
most seldom  fall-Imp June-ine times less than winter-months-ade

people slip (fall) least in June, 13-15 times less than in winter months    [CLnw0024]
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Clearly the impersonalized verb kukutakse ‘fall’ refers here to an involuntary, not
agentive or volitional, event.

2.3 Why the impersonal is not a fourth person

Estonian impersonals may seem to parallel the generalized third person
pronoun used in some languages, such as French on, German man, or the less widely
used English one. The fact that this generalized pronoun is written into the
morphology of the verb itself tempts one to call it a fourth person: an affix different
from the third person inflection, but nevertheless a synthetic conjugation in the
category of person.

This analysis, however, is not uncomplicated. There are important differences
between standard active clauses and their closest corresponding impersonals. The
impersonal cannot be treated as a peculiar fourth person “pro-drop” construction.
Although in many ways, a transitive impersonal looks like a transitive clause (and an
intransitive impersonal looks like an intransitive clause), it also has many
characteristics that are different from canonical transitives. The actor is not overt,
though it has semantic force, and even functioning as antecedent for a reflexive
pronoun, as we have seen. The patient of transitive impersonals is also different from
standard transitive objects, while also not a full-fledged subject.

In Estonian, a prototypical subject is nominative and requires verb-agreement
(second column, Table 2, below). Objects of standard transitive clauses are either in
the partitive or genitive case. A totally affected object (column 3) takes genitive case,
while a partially affected object (column 4) is in the partitive. This provides an
important point of comparison with both impersonal patients and passive patients.

Table 2. Prototypical transitive argument properties in Estonian

OBJECTSUBJECT
TOTAL PARTIAL

CASE NOM GEN PAR
PART.  OF
NEGATION

– + +

VERB-AGR + – –

In less standard clauses, case-marking takes a different form. In the absence of
a nominative subject, the usual genitive-partitive alternation of objects is replaced
with a nominative-partitive alternation: the total object takes nominative case, while
partitive still marks the partial object, just as in a standard transitive clause. (See
Timberlake, 1975, on nominative objects in Finnish.6)

Non-personal verbal categories such as imperatives, optatives and impersonals
exhibit this nominative-partitive object alternation. In addition, NPs in existential/
presentative constructions, possessed NPs in possessive constructions, and indeed
patients of passive constructions, exhibit this alternation, which leaves each of these
                                               
6 Timberlake defines the personal verbal category as “one which could have a grammatical subject” and
a nonpersonal verbal category as one which could not. A nonpersonal verbal category will allow
nominative objects, because “there is no possibility of a grammatical subject in the sentence, and no
possibility of conflict between the use of the nominative to specify the grammatical subject and the use
of the nominative for object.” (1975:217) In other words, where no conflict of grammatical categories
will occur, the object is free to take nominative case, still differentiated from a subject by lack of verb
agreement.
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NPs as neither object nor subject, as illustrated in Table 3. Crucially, these last three
NP types do trigger verb-agreement in the nominative, but not in the partitive, and so
exhibit a genuine midway point between subject and object. Table 3 compares
impersonal and passive patient syntactic behaviour to that of standard subjects and
objects. The partitive impersonal and passive patients share all the properties of
standard objects, but the nominative patients of both impersonals and passives differ
from subjects, objects, and each other.

Table 3. Transitive impersonal and passive patient NP properties
SUBJECT Impersonal

PATIENT NP
Passive

PATIENT NP
OBJECT

CASE NOM NOM PAR NOM PAR GEN /PAR
NOM. CASE + + – + – –
PART.  OF
NEGATION

– + + +/– + +

VERB-AGR + – – + – –

Where does the impersonal patient fall? On one hand, the impersonal patient
in nominative case bears certain subject properties, such as the ability to coordinate
with clear subjects. Ordinary transitive objects, either partitive or genitive, are much
more difficult to coordinate with subjects, because of a conflict in case-marking.
Example (13b) shows that even where there is a conflict of grammatical relations, a
nominative patient can coordinate with a nominative subject; the matching case
overrides the unmatched grammatical relations.

(13) a. jääb ta ise vargaks ja Ø hukatakse [FT]
stay-3s he-Nom self thief-trl and kill-Imp

he himself becomes the thief and (he) will be killed (lit. and “they” will kill him)

b. * jääb ta ise vargaks ja me piiname Ø.
stay-3s he-Nom self thief-trl and we-Nom torture-1p
 * he himself becomes the thief and we torture (him)

In (13b), the zero slot would require partitive case, which conflicts with the
nominative antecedent, making the construction ungrammatical. Interestingly, the
same line (from Grimms’ fairy tales) in an English translation7 reads “he himself
should be looked upon as guilty and executed”. English requires matching
grammatical relations, and both clauses are passivized.

On the other hand, though the Impersonal patient of (13a) ta ‘he’ is a
nominative pronoun, there is no verb agreement, as the impersonal verb – by
definition – does not agree with any overt argument. In addition, the nominative case
is not the only option for impersonal patients. The patient can alternate between
nominative and partitive case, which is the same as the behaviour of objects in other
constructions with no overt subject.

Note that example (13b) is also grammatically incorrect if the second verb
takes an impersonal category, parallel to (13a), because the verb piinama ‘torture’ still
requires a partitive patient (in contrast to hukkama ‘kill’, which takes a total object).

                                               
7 From an internet source, located at http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~spok/grimmtmp/014.txt
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(14) * jääb ta ise vargaks ja Ø piinatakse
stay-3s he-Nom self thief-trl and torture-Imp
He himself becomes the thief and (he) will be tortured.

Finally, but importantly, constructions are attested using impersonal verbs
which cannot be substituted with nad ‘they’ or ta ‘s/he/it’ plus third person
agreement, though semantically it would seem logical to be able to directly
personalize an impersonal, replacing the abstract, generalized actor with a third person
pronoun. This is an important reason for not analysing the impersonal as a fourth
person. Example (15) demonstrates this lack of parallel person alternation.

(15) peame mõnega uuesti ühinema, … [RK, Nov.’95]
must-1p some-com again unite …
do we need to reunite with some [organizations]…
a. … millega tookord oldi ühinetud?

 which-com then be-Imp.Past united-P.Par
 … with which we’d been united before?

b. … *millega tookord nad olid / me olime ühinetud?
… which-com back-then they were-3p /we were-1p united-P.Par

Examples of this type, however, bring us to the juncture where the passive and
the impersonal begin to combine, and require us to look at the nature of participles.
This area of Estonian syntax, and these types of atypical constructions, will not be
discussed here. Let it be noted, however, that there are several types of peripheral
constructions which indicate that the systems at work in the passive domain in
Estonian are more fragmented and less unified than an initial overview might indicate.
We will now briefly turn to the form and function of the “true” passive, and look at
differences between the prototypes of these constructions, before attempting a
functional comparison of the two.

3. THE PASSIVE

The impersonal tends to receive a dynamic reading in Estonian, with not much
sense of reduced transitivity. The construction tends to imply agentivity, volition, and
a dynamic event. The “true” passive, on the other hand, is resultative and stative. The
passive is formed, as passives commonly are cross-linguistically, with an auxiliary
(be) and the past passive participle (-Tud). The impersonal is a morphological affix on
the verb. The highest argument is demoted, but no other argument is promoted to
subject: any available arguments remain internal.

(16) Active: NP1  [Vact + NP2]
Passive: NP2  [be + Vpass] (+ by + NP1)
Impersonal: [Vimp (+ NP2)] (NP1) (NP1 removed from the equation)

Estonian has an unusually symmetrical system of participles, with active and passive
forms in both past and non-past tenses. Note that the past active participle, usually
formed with the suffix -nud, is agent-oriented and the past passive participle, formed
with -tud/-dud, is patient-oriented.8

                                               
8 With certain exceptions. The force of the textual context can force an agent-oriented reading on the
passive participle, for instance.
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(17) ACTIVE PASSIVE
NON-PAST lugev (tüdruk) loetav (raamat)

reading read (the book to be read/
(the girl reading) the readable book)

PAST lugenud (tüdruk) loetud (raamat)
the girl who has read the read-through book

Haspelmath (1993:159) points out that the resultative meaning of past passive
participles (e.g. the scolded child) and past unaccusative participles (e.g. the rotten
apple) has something to do with the fact that they are adjectives, or bear adjectival
properties. “Adjectives are generally more time-stable than verbs (Givón 1979:320),
and therefore more likely to refer to (more time-stable) states than to (less time-stable)
events.” (Haspelmath 1993: 159)  The Estonian passive, much rarer than the
impersonal, almost always expresses a resultative state rather than a dynamic event
with the patient topicalized.

However, a distinction can still be drawn between fully adjectival clauses
using participles and the standard Estonian passives, which allow for a by-phrase
expressing an agent, and therefore can be taken to be verbal (not adjectival) passives,
with strong stativizing tendencies. According to Erelt et al. (1997:392, my
translation), “while passive sentences without a subject [impersonals] always express
an activity, leaving the actor indefinite or backgrounded, passive sentences with a
subject express the state into which the object of activity has entered as a result of the
activity.”

Passives, then, have a detransitivizing function which, by and large,
impersonals lack. In addition, passives both topicalize the patient and suppress the
agent. The agent may be obliquely expressed, though it most commonly is not.

3.1 Negation

However, the topicalization and foregrounding of a patient is not as complete
as it is in English, where the direct object passivizes to become a syntactic subject. As
mentioned earlier, in the Estonian passive, the patient can alternate between becoming
a full subject (nominative case-marking and verb agreement) and hovering between
categories, retaining partitive case-marking and lacking verb agreement (see Table 3
above). Even the nominative supposed “full” subject can become partitive under
negation, demonstrating the tenuousness of its subjecthood.

(18) NOMINATIVE SUBJECT OF PASSIVE, WITH V-AGREEMENT
a. laud oli juba koristatud

table-Nom be-3s-past already tidied-P.Par
b. lauad olid juba koristatud

tables-Nom be-3p-past already tidied-P.Par
the table(s) was/were already cleared.

NEGATED PASSIVE
c. laud/ lauda ei ole veel koristatud

table-nom/ par not be yet tidied-P.Par
the table hasn’t been cleared yet.

d. soomlaste võidutööd pole realiseeritud [EE, B12]
Finn-gen.pl victory-work-par be-neg realized-P.Par
the Finns’ winning design has not been implemented.
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Examples (18a-b) show verb agreement with a nominative passivized patient, which
looks like an English passive, where the patient takes the grammatical role of subject.
However, (18c-d) demonstrates that the negated patient takes partitive case and ceases
to have verb concord. The passive subject, when negated, is shown not to be as stable
as a true subject. It still bears signs of patienthood.

Significantly, an ordinary subject does not change case when appearing in a
negative clause (see Table 2). The passive patient is neither a full subject nor a full
object. The nominative case marks a total object in a subjectless clause, or in a
construction without a competing grammatical category. Nevertheless, when negated,
the patient is no longer totally affected, by virtue of the event in question not
transpiring. Hence, the patient shows object properties and signals the unfulfilled
(partial) transitive clause with partitive case. In this sense the passivized patient NP is
akin to the NP in existentials and possessives, which also exhibit case alternation
between nominative and partitive, as well as a difference in verbal concord.

3.2 ‘Get’ passives

Another important phenomenon distinguishing the passive from the
impersonal is the fact that the verb saama ‘get’ can replace the auxiliary olema ‘be’ in
passives, creating a construction much like the English ‘get’ passives. However, the
most common effect of the use of saama is a future orientation, though the change in
auxiliary may also increase the activeness of the clause, reintroducing a dynamic
element to the stativized passive. In this sense, it seems redundant for the ‘get’
construction to appear in conjunction with the impersonal, which is already quite
active. Clauses which occur with saama and the passive participle tend to be more
easily read as passives than perfective impersonals, despite the difficulties of
distinguishing between the two. The two examples in (19) demonstrate the future
effect of the ‘get’ passive.

(19) a. laud saab varsti koristatud 
table-Nom get-3s-pres soon tidied-P.Par
the table will be cleared soon

b. maja kallal saab kõvasti vaeva nähtud
house-gen on get-3s hard energy-par seen
hard work will be expended on the house [Erelt et al., p.392]

Whereas in English, “The table will get cleared” has a sense of heightened
activity (Arce-Arenales et al., 1993), in Estonian, which has no grammatical future
tense, that sense of imminent action is pragmatically realised in a future interpretation.
Erelt et al. (1997) claims that the ‘get’ construction can be used both in the passive
(“with subject”) and in the impersonal perfect tenses. I claim that this does not match
the facts of language use. Example (19b) above is given by Erelt et al. as an
impersonal perfect with ‘get’ replacing ‘be’, but this is unconvincing. It does not have
a subject, which is why Erelt places it in the impersonal category. However, vaeva,
‘energy’ is the partitive patient of the clause, and passive patients can be either
nominative or partitive. The future reading of (19b) is certainly the most salient one,
and does not fit with a perfective interpretation, but is read rather as a present tense
passive, with future modality.9 In addition, ‘get’ passives can take an agentive by-
phrase, and both (19a) and (19b) are amenable to this.
                                               

9 A clause with saama and no overt patient will be interpreted passively, as having an
unmentioned patient/undergoer, obvious from the context, affected by the action. (saab söödud,
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The importance to the discussion of the ‘get’ passives lies in providing a
means of distinguishing, to some degree, between Estonian passives and perfective
impersonals. To the extent that a clause can be said to be one or the other, at the very
least, the ‘get’ + participle clauses can be categorised as passives.

3.3  Topicalization

It is relevant that Estonian uses word order to topicalize and focus clausal
elements. While the passive may topicalize the patient NP to a certain extent, this may
simply be an effect of the demotion or deletion of the Agent. Estonian does not
require passives for topicalization, because the patient of an active transitive clause
can also be topicalized simply by word order shift. And likewise, with an already
passivized construction, any element can be further topicalized by changes in word
order (see section 4.1, as well as the following example).

(20) neile oli korraldatud kohtumine peatoimetajaga
them-all was-3s arranged-P.Par meeting-Nsg head-editor-com
a meeting with the editor-in-chief was arranged for them. [EE, B2]

In (20), “a meeting (with the editor)” is the patient, but it is also new information and
comes to the right of the verb. Neile ‘to them’ remains the topic, as the preceding text
has ‘them’ as its topic, and the effect of passivization does not change this.

In addition to functional and formal differences, the context of usage for
impersonals and passives differs. The following examples show differences between
passive and impersonal constructions and the different contexts they require.

(21) a. maja oli tormi poolt rüüstatud
house-Ns was-3s storm-gen by ransacked-P.par
the house was ransacked by a storm

b. ??maja rüüstati tormi poolt
house-Ns ransack-Imp storm-gen by
“they” ransacked the house by a storm

c. maja hävitati tormis
house-Ns destroy-Imp.Past storm-ine
the house was destroyed in a storm

d. maja oli tormis hävitatud
house-Ns was-3s storm-ine destroyed-P.par
the house was destroyed in a storm

Examples (21a-b) show that the impersonal is odd with an agent in a by-phrase,
whereas (21a) is acceptable. When the “storm” phrase is locative (21c-d), both
passive and impersonal constructions are possible. The impersonal of (21c), however,
has much more of an agentive thrust. Either people have destroyed the house during a
storm, the gods are being blamed as agents of the storm, or the storm is
anthropomorphized and imputed with ill intentions. The passive of (21d) has no such
connotation, and can be taken as a neutral description of a house in a hurricane.
                                                                                                                                      
joodud, tantsitud, get-3s eaten-P.Par drunk-P.Par danced-P.Par, interpreted as: “we” will undergo
eating, drinking, dancing) Erelt et al. claim that “these types of sentences are used when pointing to
one’s own (the speaker’s) participation in the activity without specifically mentioning oneself.”
(1997:392) However, this pragmatic effect can be achieved just as well with the use of the synthetic
impersonal (e.g. süüakse, juuakse, tantsitakse ‘one eats, drinks, dances’), wherein the Impersonal affix
can equally easily be inclusive or exclusive of the speaker.
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4.  THE FUNCTIONAL DOMAIN

Givón’s (1982) description of the functional domain of passivizing
constructions is illuminating in comparing the Estonian impersonal and passive.
Givón’s “passive domain” theoretically covers impersonal passives as well, seen to
encompass a fairly broad cline. Three distinct functional domains are conflated in
passive constructions (Givón, 1982:143).

a. CLAUSAL TOPIC ASSIGNMENT (the agent ceases to be the topic and a
nonagent argument assumes the topic role)

b. IMPERSONALIZATION (suppression of the identity of the agent)
c. DETRANSITIVIZATION (passives are less active and transitive, and more

stative, than actives)

Each of these “domains” may involve other constructions and devices beside the
passive, but each is at play in passivization as well.

The syntactic correlates Givón describes, which are used across languages to
code these properties of passives, involve: the degree to which a passive topic
assumes active subject case-coding properties; the extent of suppression of the agent;
the degree to which the passive retains active characteristics; and the degree to which
various nonsubject/nonagent arguments are free to become passive topics. (1982: 145-
146) Each is nondiscrete and depends on scalar rather than binary distinctions.

What is relevant here is the degree to which the Estonian impersonal and
passive each match this description. The patient of an impersonal is not a grammatical
subject, as we have seen. The agent is almost always (“obligatorily”) deleted. The
Estonian verb can be impersonal even without any topicalized argument, to the point
of forming a one-word clause. Givón’s triad of properties applies to the passive
domain in Estonian. The Estonian impersonal lies at the opposite end of the cline from
the English-type passive, and yet the confusion between its perfect tenses and the
“true” passive in Estonian reveals their functional similarities.

4.1 Topicalization

As already mentioned in section 3.3, Estonian has flexible word order, and
order is the primary means of topic assignment. Topicalization may be part of the
function of both the impersonal and the passive, but it looks to be more a secondary
result that falls out of other, more central functions. Topics are usually marked within
an impersonal or passive clause by shifting word order. Likewise, within a transitive
clause word order shift also achieves topic shift, without the additional operation of
passivization. Topicalization cannot, then, be the primary function of the passive or
the impersonal10. Intonation can also change topics into focussed elements. Example
(22) shows word-order topicalization in an impersonal clause.

(22) a. taevas nähti tihti tähti
sky-inesaw-Imp often stars-par

                                               
10 Some preliminary text counts of referential distance and topic persistence (following Givón 1983
and Cooreman 1982) indicate that the patients of passives do not align closely with those of
impersonals. In fact, passive patients seem to be quite similar to patients of standard transitive clauses
in terms of low topicality, whereas patients of impersonals are about halfway between active agents and
patients. This is a promising line of research, but needs more investigation.
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“in the sky, stars were often seen”

b. tähti nähti taevas tihti
star-Par.pl saw-Imp sky-ine often

stars were often seen in the sky

Topicalization fails entirely to explain the function of the impersonal, because
of the absence of a topicalized argument. We have already noted that the impersonal
occurs with a striking range of verbs, intransitives prominent among them. As the
impersonalized actor is synthetically expressed by the impersonal affix, the
impersonal verb can stand alone, as in example (23).

(23) juuakse ja laaberdatakse
drink-Imp and cause-mayhem-Imp
“people” drink and act rowdy

In cases like (23), then, where topicalization clearly plays no role, the primary
motivation for the impersonal construction must be impersonalization.

4.2  Impersonalization

Impersonalization is the main function of the Estonian impersonal. The agent
is (by and large) omitted with an impersonal construction, and it is often impossible to
recreate an active personal clause corresponding to the impersonal. The impersonal is
not derived from any corresponding active, either by object promotion or subject
deletion.

In Ute, “the most intransitive or stative verbs can undergo passivization…  so
long as they have any argument at all. And that argument could even be an
incorporated manner adverb.” (Givón 1982:150) In Estonian, the impersonal requires
no argument at all (again, see 23), though it encodes an actor/undergoer, thereby
making a zero-place predicate impossible. The impersonal agent remains covert and
unspecified, bearing only a generalized implication of a human agent, or at least an
experiencer. The syntactic presence of the agent is attested by control over embedded
VPs and reflexive pronouns.

The passive is also related to the impersonalization domain, though less
closely than the impersonal. The agent of a passive may be expressed in a by-phrase,
though, as in English, most passives delete the agent. Even when expressed obliquely,
the agent is deemphasized by virtue of being backgrounded, as in example (24), where
the passive appears with a backgrounded agent.

(24)[saareriigi] põhjaosa on…  Türgi armee poolt… okupeeritud
island-state-gen north-part is Turkish army-gen by occupied-P.Par

the Northern part of the island state is  occupied by the Turkish army [PM, p.5]

While impersonalization plays a part in the Estonian passive as well as the
impersonal, it does not capture the main effect of the passive construction.

4.3 Detransitivization

Detransitivization is the functional domain most central to the Estonian
passive. High transitivity involves, among other things, the presence of an agent and
an object, but also a high level of telicity and activity (see Hopper & Thompson,
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1980). Passives are much less common than impersonals in Estonian, and they seem
to represent an extreme pole of stativity, usually suggesting a highly resultative
reading. Again, Erelt et al. (1997:392) notes that passives express “the state into
which the object of activity has entered as a result of the activity”. Impersonals, on the
other hand, can almost be said to retain the regular transitivity of the verb in question,
but for the agent being omitted. The lack of overt reference to the agent does not
mean, however, that an agent is not semantically present. Estonian impersonals have a
strong implication of a human agent, and the transitive force of the verb tends to be
nearly the same as that of a personal construction.

(25) a. ta pekstakse läbi
he-nom beat-Imp through
he is being beaten up / will be beaten up

   b. ta on läbi pekstud
he-nom is-3s through beaten-P.Par
he is (has been) beaten up

In (25) above, (a) and (b) may have the same truth conditions, but the context of use
would be quite different. The impersonal in (a) focuses on the act of beating up,
without specifying the agent, but being more likely to refer to a dynamic process. The
passive of example (b), on the other hand, highlights the result of being beaten up, and
could be used to begin a description of the victim’s wounds.

5. CONCLUSION

The passive and the impersonal seem to share the functional load which often
is carried by passivizing constructions. The impersonal is primarily used for the
impersonalization, generalizing and suppressing the identity of the agent. The passive
functions as a detransitivizing and stativizing device. Both constructions have a
topicalizing effect, which is used in conjunction with word order.

The formal syncretism between the impersonal perfect and the passive forms
raises certain interesting questions which go beyond the scope of this paper. Historical
analysis of these forms might help toward an explanation of the syncretism as well as
of some perplexing peripheral constructions. Cross-linguistic data indicate that if a
language has any passives, it will at least have a passive which covers the perfective
range of meaning (Keenan 1985:267). Since the Estonian passive only expresses what
is considered to be the minimum for a passive construction, it may well be of more
recent date than the impersonal, and may have emerged because of areal influences of
neighbouring languages.

The impersonal, however, has expanded to combine with active participles as
well as passive participles, with only vague semantic differences. It is relevant that it
is often difficult to classify a particular clause as either impersonal or passive, as it
could fit into either paradigm, both functionally and structurally. Hence, the two
constructions require separate analyses, but these analyses should be seen as
prototypes, rather than rigid definitions. Both constructions involve Givón’s three
functional domains, and the extent to which they focus on each function varies with
context.
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